
 

B.S.C.C. 
The Bishop’s Stortford Chess Club  

 

Match Report 

B.S.C.C. T2 V Letchworth & Hitchin 2 

 

Date Opposition Team Score Opposition Grade 

Mon 
09Dec 
2019 

Letchworth & Hitchin 2 

153 Lara Osiyemi 1 - 0 Anthony Ball 167 
146 Laurie Mercer 0 - 1 Ian Mutton 151 

137 Tim Acton ½ - ½ Jon Barnes 150 

135 Andrew Cowlin (C) 1 - 0 Sean Burton 117 

 
Venue Result 128 Adam Hirst 0 - 1 Ian Jenkins 123 

Away Draw  B.S.C.C. T2 2.5 – 2.5 Letchworth & Hitchin 2  

Notes 
Unlucky not to get a win in this one after a couple of promising positions that turned sour. But still a draw is not a bad result here. 

 

Individual Players Reports 

Board 1 
Lara 

The start was equal. We both knew our lines on Queen's Gambit Accepted until middle game on move 
17 when he thougth he had pawn and took on exd4 only to realise he missed my knight's 3-way-fork on 
his defenceless bishop on b7 and rooks on c8 and e8 by 18 Nd6. My opponent struggled from then on as 
I emerged a rook up. he remained stubborn and waited to be mated on move 39. Lucky me, I am surely 
catching up after initial stutter of 4 staight losses, 1 draw, 3 wins, 1 draw & 1 win; 5/10; so far a pass! 

Board 2 
Laurie 

Lost a long and hard fought battle… 

Board 3 
Tim 

My own game developed from an English with my opponent playing a Dutch set-up with pawns on f5, 
e5, d6, and c6.  His position stalled after his Qe8, and his king-side attack never got going.  I played in the 
centre and then on the queen's side, and managed to resist the urge to attack outright, slowly improving 
my position here and there.  I know I had a slightly superior position, but I also have a horrible cold, and I 
was pleased when my opponent accepted the offer of a draw on move 15.  I know I should really have 
played on, but I didn't trust myself not to spoil my good position with some dodgy tactics.   

Board 4 
Andrew 

My game was quite a short affair... my opponent played a scotch gambit (playing Bc4 instead of 
recapturing the pawn on d4). After a few more moves were played, he played f3 trying to kick away my 
night on e4. 
Unfortunately, as he hadn't castled this allowed a check from the queen on h4 which, with the support 
of the knight was basically winning. He couldn't block with the pawn as it would lose the rook so the king 
went to the centre but was then too exposed and ended up mated after a few moves. Nice to get a win 
anyway! 
 

Board 5 
Adam 

I had a good start, developing my kings castled side, getting both knights in front and a row of pawns 
ending at F5. It limited his own kings side but he hadn’t actually castled, instead, putting both rooks 
behind his pawns. I didn’t see a way through this without opening up a file direct to my king so instead 
focused on the other side of the board. In trying to open it up I slightly weakened my position but 
managed to develop over a period of time to keep it on par.  
By now the other 4 games had finished and we had a draw at least. I celebrated this with one of the 
worse moves I’ve ever played. Promptly losing my knight for nothing. We were playing long play and 
could have continued the match on another date at home. I’d been here before with Ian where I was 
excruciatingly ground down to an eventual, inevitable loss. I didn’t want to go through that again so 
resigned. 
 

 


